
(actual product purchased may differ from picture)

PLEASE KEEP THIS BOOKLET IN A SAFE PLACE

READ THIS ENTIRE MANUAL BEFORE
ASSEMBLING AND USING THE TRIMMER

Owner and Operator’s
Manual

(Including Maintenance Instructions)

ELECTRIC TRIMMER

Warranty claims should be submitted to the retailer from which the product was purchased 
railage or cartage paid

WARRANTY: 1 YEAR FROM DATE OF PURCHASE
The manufacturers will repair or replace, free of charge any part or parts of this Electric
Trimmer found defective in material and workmanship by an Authorised Service Dealer.

EXCLUDED FROM WARRANTY
CUTTING LINE AND CABLE

This warranty covers only domestic use of the Line Trimmer. The following is a list of situations
or conditions which will not be covered by the warranty or which will render void any further 
warranty on the trimmer.

1.   Attempting to disassemble or repair motor or have repairs made by anyone
      other than an authorised service dealer.
2.   Normal wear and tear.
3.   Damage due to lack of owner and/or user maintenance.
4.   Damage due to improper storage and/or lack of preparation for storage.
5.   Damage in transit.
6.   Overloading motor beyond factory rated horsepower/rating.
7.   Negligence, misuse or abuse.
8.   Accident.

10. Failure of owner and/or user to inspect, repair of have repaired immediatly
9.   Damage caused by out-of-balance conditions.

any abnormal conditions or equipment.
11. Damage due to motors not being securely attached to equipment.
12. Bent or broken shafts.
13. Damage due to overheating or fire.
14. Damaged cable.
15. Extension cables fitted with specifications that are inadequate for the amperage load.
      Use of inappropriate extension cables. Consult an Authorised Service Dealer or
      qualified electrician for advice on extension cords.
16. Use of inappropriate electric trimmer replacement line.
17. Modification to any part of the line trimmer, whatsoever.
18. Using line trimmer without the safety guard in place.
19. Using in wet or damp conditions.
These trimmers are for domestic use only and not suitable for commercial
or industrial purposes.
Tandem Lawn Industries (Pty) Ltd operates a policy of continual improvement and reserves
the right to alter product specifications without giving prior notice. After each season, we
recommend that you have your machine serviced by an authorised dealer, preferably
between May and August, to avoid delay at the start of the following season.

Tandem Lawn Industries (Pty) Ltd
5 Imvubu Park Place
Riverhorse Vally Business Estate
4017 

P.O. Box 40264
Redhill, 4071
South Africa

Tel: 031 569 9300
Fax: 031 569 6255
Email: info@tandem.co.za
V1-0915
1630-574600



OWNER’S MANUAL FOR WOLF
ELECTRIC TRIMMERS

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for buying a Wolf Electric Trimmer. Wolf Electric Trimmers
have been designed and engineered for rugged African conditions to give you
years of trouble free service. Regular service of your machine is recommended.
Use only genuine Spare Parts.

WARNING:
Please ensure replacement line is wound in the
right direction as indicated by an arrow on the
spool

1.   Nylon Line
2.   Safety Guard
3.   Edging Wheel
4.   Cutting Head
5.   Body
6.   Tube
7.   Wing Nut
8.   Adjustable Handle
9.   Handle
10. Switch
11. Cord Hook
12. Short Cord with
      2 Pin Pig Tail    
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Pass the guard over the head and
fix to the body with the screws
provided. There are two sets of
holes on the body. The two holes
that are closer together fixes the
guard to the body. The other pair
of holes, set further apart, are for
screwing to the body but through
the edging wheel holes. Make
sure the holes correspond than
screw together using a screwdriver

EXTENSION CORD SPECIFICATIONS HOW DOES THE TRIMMER LINE FEED
SYSTEM WORK?

GUARD ASSEMBLY:

REPLACEMENT CUTTING LINE SPECIFICATIONS

RENEWING THE CUTTING LINE

The head is a tap to go system

Size Motor
(watts)

Size Motor (watts) Thickness of line Replacement line length

Amperage Rating
of cord

Maximum Length
in Metres

(Electric Line Trimmers only)

When the trimmer’s line has been used to cut edges, the line will wear and will
become shorter. Once the line is shorter you will hear the revolutions of the motor
increase. This is time to use the tap to feed system. While leaving the motor
running, gently tap the head on the grass and the line will automatically feed.
Should you continue to tap, the line will continue to feed but will be cut off by the
cutting knife in the guard.

The Extension Cord you purchase will have the amperage (electric current)
marked on it. Please do not use an extension cord if you are unsure of it’s
current carrying capacity. If the supply cable is damaged contact an authorised
service dealer or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

Unclip the cap by holding the cutting head with one hand and simultaneously
press the two tabs on either side of the cutting head. Remove the cap (figure 1).
Remove the spool (figure 2). Ensure all left over trimmer line is removed.
Unravel the entire length of replacement line ( refer to above length mentioned
under REPLACEMENT CUTTING LINE SPECIFICATIONS), fold in half, so you
have two equal lengths.

Once folded, take the loop and insert the loop into the middle slot on the spool
and wind line equally on both sides of the spool, remembering to follow the
direction of the arrow which is depicted on the spool (figure 3).

Once the line has been wound onto the spool, clip the line into the base slots,
ensuring that enough line is left over to feed through the spool’s eyelets (figure 4).

Feed line through both eyelets. Ensure the spring is in place (figure 5). Replace
the cap by clipping the tabs back into the sides of the spool (figure 6).

The line inside the spool will still be held by the clips, so you need to release or
unlock the line by pulling on both ends of the line.

If the line is not released, the cutting head will not feed.

On the guard is a sharp cutting knife. This cuts off excess line and ensures the
line length, when used to cut edges, cannot exceed that for which the trimmer
was designed. Cut off excess line that extends beyond the cutting blade.

Please ensure that the correct Electric Cord is used on your Line Trimmer. For
safe use we recommend the sizes of cord set out below for various sizes of
Electric Trimmers.

650   -  900w

650 - 750w

900w Only

Maximum 1.5 mm

Maximum 1.8 mm

8 metres

6 metres

10A 30
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
& SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

IF NOT USED PROPERLY THIS
TRIMMER CAN BE DANGEROUS

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

TRIMMER SAFETY

MAINTENANCE SAFETY

OPERATOR SAFETY

This trimmer can cause serious injury to the operator and 
others. The warnings and safety instructions must
be followed to ensure reasonable safety and efficiency

1.   Use only on AC mains supply voltage shown on the
      rating plate.
2.   Use circuit fitted with Residual Current operated Circuit
      Breaker with tripping current of no more than 30MA.

1.  Always inspect trimmer before use, especially the parts
     of the cutting head.
2.  Do not use if any part is damaged or broken or if any of 
     the screws are loose. Have it repaired.

1.  Have all servicing other than nylon line
     replacement carried out at an Authorised Service
     Dealer.

1.   Always wear eye protection or safety goggles to
      protect against objects thrown violently by the nylon
      line.
2.   Always wear heavy long trousers, gloves and stout
      shoes.

3.   Only use the trimmer in the manner and for the functions described in these
      instructions.
4.   Never operate the trimmer when you are tired, ill or under the influence of alcohol, 
      drugs or medicine.
5.   Never allow children or other people who are not familiar with this operating
      manual to use the unit. In addition to this local laws and/or regulations can restrict
      the age of the user/operator. If the operator lacks experience and knowledge, a
      person responsible for their safety is required to provide supervision and instruction 
      concerning the use of the appliance.
6.   Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
7.   This appliance is not intended for use by persons with reduced physical, sensory or
      mental capabilities.
8.   Do not lean over the trimmer guard whilst edging - objects may be thrown by the
      cutting line.

3.   Do not use in damp or wet locations, or expose to snow, rain or water to avoid the
      possibility of electric shock.
4.   Inspect the insulation of trimmer, connectors and extension leads before each use. If
      there is any damage, do not use until repairs have been carried out by an Authorised
      Service Dealer.
5.   Never carry the tool by the cable or pull on it to disconnect any of the plugs.
6.   Keep the cable clear of the operator, cutting line, and cutting elements at all times, do
      not expose the cable to heat, oil or sharp edges.
7.   If cord becomes damaged during use, disconnect from main electricity supply
      immediately.

3.   Only use Wolf replacement nylon line. Do not use wire, string or rope etc.
4.   Check cutting head spool and cap are correctly installed.
5.   Only use Genuine parts and accessories specified for this product.
6.   Warning: The cutting elements continue to rotate after the motor is switched off.
7.  Take care against injury from the blades fitted for trimming the filament line
     length. 
8.  After extending new cutter line always return trimmer to its normal operating
     position before switching on.
9.  When not in use, store trimmer out of reach of children. 

2.  Unplug from the power supply before the trimmer is serviced, cleaned or
     maintained.
3.  Use only genuine replacement parts. Failure to do so could create
     a hazard and would invalidate your guarantee.
4.  To avoid being cut, keep fingers and hands clear of line cutter or leading edge
     of guard.
5.  Never clean your trimmer with water, just use a dry cloth or soft brush,
     never use cleaning fluids or solvents.
6.  Keep air vents on the motor housing free of debris to avoid overheating of
     the motor. Clean before each and during every use.
7.  Store in a dry, locked up area out of reach of children. 

Do not touch cord before disconnecting the unit from the main electricity
supply

in using this trimmer. The operator is responsible for following the warnings and
instructions in the manual and on the trimmer.
Read the entire operator’s manual before assembling and using this trimmer!
Restrict the use of this trimmer to persons who have read, understood and will follow all
warnings and instructions issued with this trimmer.

CUTTING SAFETY
1.   Inspect the area to be cut before each use.
      Remove all objects such as stones, broken glass, nails,
      wire, string etc.  which can be thrown or become 
      entangled in the trimmer head.

2.   Keep others including children, animals and bystanders, outside the 15 metre
      hazard zone. Stop the trimmer immediately if you are approached.
3.   Avoid accidental starting. Keep your hands and fingers away from switch lever while
      connecting extension leads or carrying the trimmer when connected to the supply.
4.   Keep cutting head below waste level.
5.   Remove the plug from the mains before leaving the trimmer unattended for any
      period.
6.   Always cut from left to right so that debris is thrown away from you.
7.   Use trimmer only in daylight or good artificial light. 

15m(50ft)
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